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Presented in this report is a computer-aided compensator design
program. Included with the main program is a set of catalogued com-
ments for clarifying many of the functionu of the program. All sub-
programs are preceded by comments describing the function of the
program and defining the input-output ;'/U) variables of the program.
Also, programs classified as specialized are preceded by theoretical
backgrounds.
COMPENSATOR GROWING AND IMPROVING PROGRAM
Introduction
In most control systems it is necessary to compensate them in order
that the system possess certain desirable properties. One such property
that is desired in almost all cases is a specific degree of relative
stability. In the past the design procedures for achieving compensators
for accomplishing this purpose have been trial and error techniques.
The general ideas behind these procedures are designing a compensator
and checking the relative stability; if relative stability is an accept•
able level the compensator is accepted; if not, the compensator is
rejected and a redesign is necessary. Such a procedure as this can be
tedious and time consuming. A better approach is a method called compen-
sator growing. l
 It is the purpose of this report to present a digital
computer program for performing compensator growing.
Compensator Growing Program
In the following the various routines for performing compensator
growing are given. Along with each program are explanatory comments and
a theoretical background, if it has some specialized function not commonly
available in computing facility libraries. All the programs are written
in Fortran V, and the whole program is self-dependent (does not depend
upon the system library).
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Proeram Main
The purpose of the main program is to act as a controlling device.
It is used for controlling input, output, and procedural decisions.
A general flow chart of this program is shown in Figure 1.
In order to make thorough explanations of the program all comments
in the program are numbered, and the explanations are catalogued in the
following. When a comment number is followed by the word "Input", this
designates that in this comment the variables in an input statement or
statements are defined. In these comment statements there may also be
explanatory remarks.
Catalogued Comments
Comment 1 - Input
KSTART - The number of the first iteration to be performed.
KQUIT - The number of the last iteration to be performed.
GAIN - Used for connoting whether positive or negative feedback
is to be employed. It should be -1 for positive feedback
and +1 for negative feedback.
STPMAX - Used to specify the maximum step size to be used on any
iteration.
Comment 2 - Input
KINFOR - Denotes whether the open loop transfer function is the
input or whether points on the frequency response are
the input. KINFOR = 1 means the open loop transfer
function is given. KINFOR a 2 means points from the
open loop frequency response are given.
KPOINT - The number of points on the open loop frequency response
that are given.
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Comment 3 - Input
K1 - Maximum order of open loop transfer function.
K2 - Maximum order of the numerator of the compensator.
K3 - Maximum order of the denominator of the compensator.
R - Desired stability margin.
lop - Designates whether open loop gain is to be held
constant.	 If	 IOP • 0	 open loop gain is allowed
to vary.	 If	 lop a +1	 open loop gain is held constant.
Comment 4 - Input
COMM - Array of the numerator coefficients of the compensator*.
COMD - Array of the denominator coefficients of the compensator.
The compensator described by these coefficients is known as the
variable compensator.	 This is the compensator that is to be
varied so as to improve the relative stability of the system.
Comment 5 - Input
KLOCK - This variable determines whether the directional vector
method is to be used for determining how the compensator
coefficients are changed.	 For	 KLOCK . +1	 only the
directional vector method is used.	 The directional vector
method is more applicable for compensator improvement.
Ml - Connotes the order of the numerator of the constant
compensator.
M2 - Connotes the order of the denominator of the constant
compensator.
*All input and output polynomial coefficients are assumed to be in
ascending order according to the powers of s.
4Comment 6 - Input
CNST - Array of the coefficients of the numerator of the
constant compensator.
CDST - Array of the coefficients of the denominator of the
constant compensator.
The compensator described by CNST and CDST is assumed to be in a
cascade configuration with the variable compensator. This compen-
sator is not changed by the program. It is used to make any
wanted changes in open loop frequency response infatimation. With
the open loop transfer function as the input--rather than frequency
response information--this compensator has no meaning. If no con-
stant compensator is to be used then Ml and M2 should be set equal
to 0 and two blank cards should be inserted for CNST and CDST.
Comment 7 - Input
POLG - Array of the numerator of the open loop transfer function.
POLH - Array of the denominator of the open loop transfer
function.
If open loop frequency response information is used, these arrays
are never used. In this case the read statements for these are
disregarded by the program.
Comment 8 - Input
F.	 OMEGA - Array of chosen frequency points that are to be considered.
GR	 - An array of the real parts of the open loop frequency
response at the chosen OMEGA's.
GI	 - An array of the corresponding imaginary parts of the open
loop frequency response at the chosen OMEGA's.
If the open loop transfer function is read in, the read statement of
these variables is ommitted by the program.
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Comment 9 - Initializations of some variables used in the program.
Only one of these should be changed; it is STEP. w"hatever value is
given to this variable at this point will simply determine the
initial step size. In most instants it is batter for this variable
to be at least one-tenth smaller than the smallest coefficient of
the variable compensator.
Comment 10 - The following statements determine the minima with respect
to -1 + J0 point.
If frequency response information has been read in, the sub-
program SRMINS is used. This program finds the approximate minima
by a search algorithm. On the other hand, if the open loop trans-
fer function is being used then the sub-program OPENL is used to
find the minima with respect to the -1 + J0 point. This program
uses an analytical method.
Comment 11
The following statements are used for calculation of the real and
Imaginary parts of the open loop transfer function at w-.4 of the
minima with respect to the -1 + JO point.
Comment 12 - Statements used for calculating the stability margins,
Boma of the variables used in these statements are:
NH	 - Dumber of minima with respect to the -1 + J0 point
RQ	 - Array of the required stability margins. The statement
RQ(t) . a sets all the margins to the same value, N owe Vert
by using various Iy
 statements in place of NQ n a the
stability margins can be made a function of frequency.
For example suppose that it was desirable for all stability
margins occuring at frequencies less to LO to be I.SN and
_kt
6those greater than or equal to 1.0 to be R. In this case
RQ(I) • R should be replaced by
IF(X(I).LT.1.0)RQ(I)	 1.5*R
IF(X(I).0E.1.0)7Q(I) • R
Of course many other combinations can be achieved.
X	 - Array of the frequencies at which the minima occur.
STBM - Array of the stability margins.
SMU - Smallest stability margin for this iteration.
SBC1 - Largest stability margin of all the smallest at all
previous iterations.
IBEST - Iteration from which SBC1 came.
Comment 13
The iteration, IBEST, is considered to be the iteration where the
best compensator occurred because this is where the system pos-
sessed the greatest stability. Thus the variables BCOMN and
BCOMD are arrays used to store, respectively, the numerator and
the denominator coefficients of the best compensator for later
output.
Comment 14
The DO loop terminating at 320 is used to determine if system
specifications have been achieved. If they have, the program is
terminated after all pertinent information has been printed.
If not, the program continues unless the iteration number (LOF)
exceeds the stopping iteration number (KQUIT). If LOX > KQUIT,
the program is terminated.
comment 15
The following statements are used to calculate the stop size for
the present iteration. The theory is that if relative stability
t•
f .
has increased from the past iteration to the present that the
step size should be increased. The step size is never allowed to
exceed STPHAX. On the other hand, if a decrease in relative
stability occurs, the iteration is repeated (although the iteration
number increases) with a step size one-half the immediate past
step size. This is repeated until a decrease in relative stability
occurs or until the step size gets below a predetermined value speci-
fied in the IF statement following the statement 360 STEP = STEP/2.0.
Commelt 16
The following statements are used to output certain information
at some iterations. The variable KHOP designates the number of
iterations in which the stop size is increased that should be skipped
before additional information is printed out. The sub-program OTPT1
is the main output device of the program.
Comment 17
The sub-program PARCLT calculates the vectors (PRX and PRY,
numerator and denominator vectors respectively) that determine how
the compensator coefficients are to be varied. One of two methods
may be employed. The first of these is the weighted gradient
sum. The second of these methods is the directional vector
method. The second determines a vector which has a component in
the direction of the gradients of all the minima where stability
margins are less than a certain prescribed level. If KLOCK n 1
the computer uses the directional vector method only.
Comment 18
If the gradient sum method is used, the conjugate gradient method
is employed in order to speed up the solution proco.s The
Vs
following statements are used to reset the conjugate gradient
directions (PX,PY) to 0 every L1 + L2 + 1 iterations. If the
directional vector method is employed resetting occurs every
iteration. The result being that the directional vector direc-
I I
	 tion is left unaltered by the conjugate gradient procedures.2
Comment 19
Actual calculations of the conjugate directions is accomplished
by the following DO loop. It should be obvious that if the
directional vector method is used the conjugate directions simply
become the negative of the directional vector directions.
Comment 20
The following two DO loops change the compensator coefficients
according to the calculated direction vectors PX (numerator) and
PY (denominator). The variable DEL is the step size divided by
the magnitude of the calculated direction vector. The compensator
coefficients are constrained to be greater than or equal to 0. The
reason for this is to maintain the stability of the compensator.
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The purpose of this program is to calculate the first partial
derivatives of the stability margins with respect to the compensator
coefficients. The theory supporting the program is given in the
following discussion. In [1l a stability margin is defined as a
min[I1 + Gc (jw)Go (jw)1 2 1 in which Gc (jw) and Go (jw) represent the
compensator and open loop transfer functions, respectively, evaluated
at the radian frequency w. Assume that a stability margin occurs at
W s w l . Then
Go(jwl) a a + jb
	 (1)
If the numerator and the denominators of the compensator are of order K




Xi - (jwl) i	 (2)
14
where N means numerator, D means denominator, Xi is the ith numerator
coefficient, and Y  is the ith denominator coefficient. Next, dividing
(2) and (3) into their real and imaginary parts the results are
NR (jw l ) s	 I X2i (-l)i(w 1 >2i	 (4)ino
Pc
NI (jw 1) =	 E X2i+i(-1 ) i (w l) 2i+l 	 (S)ino









where the number of odd terms in N(s) is N+1; the number of even terms
in N(s) is P+1; the number of odd terms in D(s) is Q+l; the number of
even terms in D(s) is R+1. After some simplification the stability
margin (SM) at w i becomes




where the functional notation has been dropped for convenience. Rather
than maximize (8) the compensator growing method chosen was the minimi-
zation of the reciprocal of (8). 1
 The reciprocal of (8) becomes
DR  + DI2
H
	
	 (9)(DR + aNR + bNI ) 2 + (DI + bNR
 + aNI)2
The desired partial derivatives become:
	
aH	 -2H[(DR + OR + bNI )a + (DI + bNR + aNI)b](-1) i (w i ) 21 	(10)
.....-
	
aX21	(DR + aNR + bNI ) 2 + (DI + bNR + aNI)2
	
aH	 -2H[(DR + aNR
 + bNI)b + (DI + bNR
 + aNI)a](-1)i(wi )21+i
so
ax21+1	 (DR + aNR + bNI ) 2 + (DI + bNR + aNI)2
aH
ay2j 
n [H/DR2 + DI2)]2DR(-1)J(wi)2j
2(DR2 + DZ2 )[(DR + aNR + bNI)(-1)J(w i)2j] 	
(12)








2(DR2 + DI 
2 )[(D1 + bNR + aNi)(-1)J(wi)2j+1
[(DR2 + DI2)/H]2	
(13)
i	 a 0, 1, 2, .. . , K
j	 • 0 9 1, 'l, ..., L*
From the preceding equations the partials of a stability margin can be
calculated. Equations (4), (5), (6), (7), (9) 9 (10) 9 (11), (12), and
(13) are programed in PARCLT.
This program calls one sub-program, VECTOR. VECTOR does not affect
the inter workings of PARCLT. VECTOR takes the partial vectors from
several stability margins and combines them to form two vectors. These
two vectors, one for the numerator and one for the denominator, are
used to change the compensator coefficients so as to '_ncrease relative
stability.
*If the numerator or denominator polynomial is even ordered, then
the number of odd term partials should only be K-1 or L-2 respectively.
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I
(; w LbA (uG) r 1' (1t;) rL: 10L Na 1v h C 1)r t..	 U ) v L-(iU	 (:! (3u) ► 6 ;(60) ►
I	 A(lu)r I	 i 	 FA1(1 a)r P F f I)r FF^(1) ►
C1NL^^14fv Gl^^ ► ^:.)
iv 1= ^/+x
LC 10 I=1 rh'1
tPpy I) =t;•U




IF- (rc;^Klh'-1) cC r ^:ti ► „l





U (1) --GI' (w) *F RL(: 4 4 V 'L I
1P =1
14.) FhL6= FF KEw vtiLQ' lt4)
FkL U= 190
CL LC 1=1 rt:1





FL AI=FCT► 1+C t 1 ) ,v, )% ( 1)
h,) F LAe=Fijtkk+i., t I) * ( I
Fh2=u 9u
Fit= 2 + ((h+1)12)
C(o 70 1=2rKir2
T,! Frrt=Ftti4+E t t l *Y (1 1
FNA "=U.0









F X1= — f: *FCC/tFL;* *
FX2= — f- FC,/ (F L ► «e )
G(^l pi)- 600





L^ l^rl +lal)= l4yl(1)
IF'(iOF-LU•G)(M(%.r 1`f'11=U












The purpose of VECTOR is to take the gradient vectors (the partials
of the numerator and the denominator are placed in a single vector with
the numerator partials coming first) of several stability margins and
{	 combine the more pertinent ones by the weighted gradient sum method.
The weighting factor is chosen so that the gradients corresponding to
?r:
the points of smallest stability margins are weighted more heavily.
Also, any gradient whose weight is less than a certain level is disre-
garded in the sum.
One of the major ideas in the whole program is to increase the
smallest stability margin on every iteration. It has been assumed that
in doing this the relative stability of the system is being increased.
It was reasoned that the probability of increasing the smallest stability
margin is very low if the calculated vector for changing the compensator
coefficient does not possess a component in the direction of the gradient
of the smallest stability margin. Thus the dot product of the gradient
sum vector and the gradient corresponding to the smallest stability
margin are checked. If this dot product falls below a certain prescribed
level the gradient sum vector is rejected and an alternate approach is
sought to calculate the coefficient change vectors. (This is accomplished
by the program, DIRVEC.) Once this happens the gradient sum method is
disregarded on all higher iterations and the alternate approach becomes
the sole means of calculating the change vector.
On the other hand, the programmer may specify that the gradient sum
method never be used. This is accomplished by specifying the variable
KLOCK as 1 in the input of the main program. This is very advantageous
20
where the program is being used for compensator improvement, rather than
for compensator growing. The reason for this is that the alternate
method calculates a vector for increasing all stability margins below
the desired level. This cannot be said in regard to the gradient sum.
However, the gradient sum possesses the advantage of easily being
calculated.
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SUE!kvLII(',L vr.CTC ► (Gr ► , Ntt..IrwlrFFhrI*, FY ► 511.	 rl'6)
L	 LkAC IEWr 5L1*
L
C	 UU Il'.IT OK'a'	 LF 11C	 tilwj/$ULL5
L	 -WAS rr<IX o ra%40t.	 Gt:',. to4It	 SSoPY	 L ► ;,,t,1Ci r	 VLCTGf^
4	 I i	 - hLiJ ► Lk V F'	 al,l	 ii.! TY 	 il w i(,1vv5 	T(;	 4,,	 1l •.Oi ►,OI°f M,V. a
L	 .I	 •NOVEL t,r	 NL., LhiAl ul l 	Q,tFF IC1tA.I\TS 0'
	 lit	 Wr F' ;.	 #^Wt
(,	 w 1
	
-I%LI t: LIZ J,	 LLiXid j ► %A T LR	 (,LF'FF IC IE,, 4 S	 4F	 Trt,	 LOol LN'SATCH
C	 FFX	 -K Lt LFtA`l ,F	 VLO L ► <
G	 t . FY	 -CtI',Lh IttiN1C1► 	 Cf-Ai,L-L	 Vi-X itoR
L	 aTLI., 	-VLLTOR trP	 5'r	 E, tL 1 TY	 v loN 11,5
C	 I,ta	 -VE('rct( t^I-	 t; l o l t ,0.	 ar;;cILlT	 Nm► ,,11,.S
C
::loii, (J) r vt(Al) r PFX(i) rL1NLNSILiv G(40#%* 40U)v ^;t(3Jr%100 ► LA(wt1 ► r
/	 FFY(1) ► yrEIVhT(^)
L lPLiN$ ILf^ LuTSP (,5t.; )
i:IWLi^alLtti t^C3U!
CcNI^Ln/.► tN /nLCCh
KFA H C= 1-,1 + N 1
hNAX=U.0
Lc IUO 1=l rwv
kL I6HT(1)= 1•( ► /STl;iv(1) — 1•u/kty(i)
L(I1= t^tlt=Mr(I)
IFtkrLl^at,Y(1).LT.^^.J)rticIt^I + T(1)=^(:It^1+1 ti)
Ir= ((SEivt^'r(I) •LT•^h'?th)GC TV, IOU
APAX: 'WEIGh i (I )
YT=I
1 o u Ccr 1 INUE
K=O
CL 4U 0 %j= 1 ►►di
il^(wclGhT( y ).Lr^fi.1t, *4^1^t^:)^:i, 10 200
K=K+1





CG 3UU ..=1 PKPARC
SLV=U. U
CL e5G I=1rK
1:;0 S i p = SU + ,I ( IOW)	 A".JGh 1 (1)
%,00 LV (%J- SUN
L( 476 v=1 ► iO
SLN'— U.0
CG 465 I=l r KFARC
4c5 SUIV = SLv t t, (.; r l) * 01(l)
47 U LOSP (w )= SLN
IF (KLCCK. EG.1) (iC IQ 485
IF(LCTSFa (YT)•G'rouoj)GG TC 49U
KLCLK=l
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46 5 CALL LIt.Vr.L(Gl ► K ► t.i ► l,1 ► 1-h.. ► F-FY ► ^)
GC TO 70U
4 y 0 CC1\IIALL




The function of this program is to find a vector 5 which is calcu-
lated as
0 a 1 VG 1
 + a2VG2 + ... + amVGm
	(14)
in which VG i is the ith gradient vector of the ith stability margin
chosen for improvement and m is the number of stability margins to be
improved. The vector (a l , a2 , ..., am) is a vector of weights that are
to be determined in order that
D • VG 
	 • qi
	  a 1, 2 0 ..., m
	
(15)
where the qi 's are selected positive constants.* Using (14) and (15) the
following matrix equation is obtained
VG1
 • VG 1










	VGm • VG2 ... VGm • VGm am	qm
If the gradients form a basis for m-space, then the matrix formed by the
dot oroducts of the gradients, [VG • VG], is non-singular. Hence the
weighting factors are calculated as
	
[a,, a2 , ... , am] T = [VG • VG]
-1
[g i a q2 , ... , qm]	 .	 (17)
Thus it is seen that it is impossible to calculate a change vector (or
change vectors if the numerator and denominator are considered separately)
*In this program they were selected arbitrarily as 1.
1
the chosen stability margins. It should be obvi,ou• that this program
compensator improvement.
ated out that if the number of chosen stability
for improvement) becomes greater than the number
cients that are being varied, this program will not
eason is that in this case [VG • VG] -1
 will not
Dndition occurs the complete program is automatically
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S6C1<CLTINE LINVEC(v ► ++N ► iwl ► i`It1J F	 t;K (J
c LA IUCT IONAL V tCTON F HL001',,
C
C	 i. F INI1ICnS CF I/L v/, ► ^1iAuLL,S
C
C	 G. 	 -NAUIX r,FCSi i .,unb CCU o41 1 ., T1 L Uwlk,1C..1' i 1 " . L IcmI , OF TI-05t
L	 STAbILi'IY WAt:C i1%S ChLI t,UP,'.;I:.L.PL, HL:.<<T:: ► ,,_I'1'
L	 NI"	 - NLIVIA 12 uF ;,T f,I AL O Y aAH%:, IrNS Ct;l-.'a Lbt.1 'LU P;,.101 11 tiLJJ
C	 1,.1	 -NLIvLLrs LF 1,1,, I.i(#%1C1 0% L(;uFF°1GIZOti OF IF[, CCN1,LI.,bATCIq
C	 IV 1	 -NL-Vt:Et% LF{ L1 : I,(,';Wj KAT(M C(;EF F ICIEIv i b OU 11­ ^ C(;t,' •'ENSATCo^
L	 14; X	 -f LN,Em"A t trt, CF Q VL V"(.T;;,t,
L F'FY	 -LLhvh 1ty#%TCt (1 ­41, jL VLO CR
C 6UE FT-'^ikl(;NT11,6 FhLU,1% VL CTCo
r
L"iNL-,rvSICK G(JUrtit;) r ;t(:jt^r u) ► FF• X(1)r N F 'r(1) ► ►.h.s<^hi 11)r
C-li^^h5l(:iv 4uly"r•. (^;.!) r CC1^ ^.. (!^'u )
CCI'IV V'N/JCL )P LO u i'N rCCIw L tvAlk
M AnC= 141 ♦ ivl
KkEADU
1UU CL1,1Ir`LL•
CC -00 K-1 r tvh
CL t U U v=K P 1,111
SLN- U.0
J(; 15U 1= 1 ► F:F'Akc
A (vrt0= ^Lif
A (K rJ)=
e^ UIJ CLK 1 11vLt
IF (1v;I .6T.1)jC 1'C L
AI(Lr1)- 1.u/t ,.(I I
A(1)= WEIGhl (a) s POIP I)
CC TO 310
^ .:V CLNT ihUL
CALL IvATlivV(Aoki-,pAitIL10
kIIF_((:r;,_0bt?}
250 F0KIv AT (' U ► r 1bX r' 1 F-L Fh;: 1 Ifi,S AHL,. NOT LI tv0%,LY IP,I'.;E..F ENt: LNT.
/I'E F-KUGItAIv IS °I ^^ ^t iy ll,t 1 w:t:. )
CM,
3C'u CALL N^► 1Ml,LtPyr^r't 1 r y ^t. ► ti^C.(:F:1 ► 1rX)
.31 1 ) CCU' V\LL
UC 45U 1 — .I r KPAt.0
SLk z; 0*0
CC 4UU 4-1 ► ivt^'




CO 465 1=1 r hF AkC





%G	 1:30	 I=I ► i,l
1+jU F= f?ctI)=
	 LJV(1)
LC	 bUU	 1=1 ► ,• l
u0i F+Y(I)=	 Gv(j+1^1)











Lt,	 L- 70 	r,,;
r^i1 ^(^rhl+N.^)=^.C^
a L J IF ( K R E oGl o	 ) OC	 L,	 11,t
C: RL'tL l Ov
I..kc





approximate minima of the
a control system with
that the open loop fre-
descrete points. The
t the same N points. From
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Program SRMINS
The goal of this program
open loop compensated frequeni
respect to the -1 + J0 point.
quency response is accurately
compensator transfer function
this the compensated open loop frequency response is calculated by
multiplying the corresponding points. From this information the
program uses a search algorithm to determine the approximate minima of
[ 11 + Go (jw)Gc (3w) 12]
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SLI3110 TINEYNli•`.)(CkJ v f\v CCN.,vK2rt; ;rC!P KHG IN(r %,iv l`GAP tNt, rhRrhl)

















51,E ,f= r^C^r+AW FCF; i^C it: P^ tlolhti r' . UlKivIo tS (.IF +txC, Gl'-U, L CO FNrCyt,LPXY
I(LSFCkSL V-11h i^1 a1^1:L "1 Tt, Tr't -1 r(jIitii' M I LN t:IvLl'- 1-DINTS Ct ThL,
CFcN LGCF" t<<.(#LL rCY rYi:5 -L MiL
LCSCHIFTW\ CF 1/c; vhi%4A1:LL5
CGf. N	 - VLVi`t:H . F 'i t'L	 COLirF IL ILKI S LF 1 r • L CCNPENSA T0fY.
CCNL	 - VL 0 Cit (;F IFL i tti ,,Wv INATvH C^EFF IC10, T5 ^.;1" TF°f. CONHf»rvSATOR
K2	 - iv AAINUf. C4N1'Ef\5AT%,1, C(2t,LIt
Gh	 - VE-,TCA (pF i+EAL PAO$ OF OPLN LOOP Fi:E:4ULN'CY RE5NCf^5E
GI	 - Vtt,TCri GF ii l AG ii .7r'Y PARTS Ur CFE N LLGF= FF;tG « HESPC^.St
KF'C INT - NLNkEk POINTS uF ThE. OF&:K L 'OF FRL(, « HLSPQNSC GIVLN
CFEGA - C0f%HESP-AK^jNG F RE.4LENCIES OF C 1, OSCEN FOIfJ$
X	 - VLLTOH uF N IN LNUN a




AV= CNE+,A (1) * ^: «^'^i.;1S5
CALL F J1.F a ( C ^.;N11. r ti;^ r 1+ U r Ci.+^ r CIv I)
C14LL POLF V ((,CNC ► r;2 0 h V r CLR r UC I)
CC=Ui?A**L^GvI*^^
C14 = ( c i\H *cl;R+cR 1*CV I ) /Ctr
C 1- (-(.Nk*cU 1+CIN I wcwl ll ) /Lu
S^ — ( 1 . 0 +Vf2 *^,h(1) - Cd +LI t1))**^ ♦((,.^*t,l(1)+t.l^.(,.,tt) )^*^?
IF(ASNL)10PjUr10
10 1Fch1j"NiO4SN'r.)P-Cr',- 00-1U
.0 IF- (ASN1)31) r4(- P40
J0 fvN =1^ ♦1
I1= I - 1
hr,(h;V)z (JR(jl)
FIG'JO .- GI(11)
X tl\N) = CEv sr c^^1(I1)	 ; • d^Xtv,
40 S1=5?.
Abi\l= ASN2





SiLUhGUI'IINE^,wi i(4,i,r t'ire,":PC01v Ne^ -,GNu#IQVPL?PK.tt;f ► LO-KpPf%X ► P ► ,Y)
CAP LivS1(r q 	LLIv„(1)o CUNL(1)e HX(1)r o t'Y(1)r YO,)
C
C SIjiFhCGRAK FCF 1+E UAAFt,T 'Vt.






IF- (i-K r(,T)5u#5U ► .1U,
50RIIE(b96l )
L  Ft,RWAI ( ' u	 5X v	 I rr.I UA iLU 1-I4tQLV1,CY 114 L,P	 1 1Ck )
CU 10 9 U
7U r,hITE((o ► 60)
bU FGR YA'1 ( 1 0 f  # d bX v
	 1. - p I IVL S G%B-ii.I rY i,,FGi ? 1 .
 t, r li,Is' )
50 CLM IKUL
vrielTLto ► 1.Ot)) It Slo, (1) ► hiLG
IUG FGRPA70U'r1bX ► 9 STAL1LI1Y iiAUILS I\C.'rI<• r'.' ► E).U.3t5XF I FIi EGliLNLY ='
IF1G.5)
11U W\TINUL
ItIIE(n ► x3U) (NhX(1)PI=ICPPL2)
Vol k ITE,(ur120) (PNYt1)r1=IZ"OFPL2)
1ieU F C,k0AT ('0' 0 9 FAI1711 L	 111- hLSPE(I TC Y' ► ``E.lt^.^ )
1 0 FGRNWTI'U'r'FAHT114%.t; 	 17 1-1 r% L SP E. LT TG X I
	E lt^.::)
6HIIE(tir140
140 FVi1NAI ('U  r t5)( p 'C;Cfv LNSATC;ii C0LI-FIC.LLN7S' )




150 FCKNAT ( 9 0 f p bX OF10.;;)
IzETLRN
L 
SlrLf%OUT'INE vAT1Na (ApN#Y ► 1EA)
LIP LNSIL.h	 ?;(3U Y(3	 u)
c
C SILEROUYINE F0 F0,GitAi AN ii\VERS^: OF A Iv41M IX
C
C X = MATf-dx FofE	 I*- 10 , iPtiVEi	 c	 15	 TC	 UL^' 	 TAKE k
C N	 ￿	 01i^ENS1(jPr OF	 c.,A ARE N ,1ItdA X
c Y = INVERSE OF X
c
c SLR - EkRCR COUE
c IEN- 0 - NC Ef+ C i< EX1ST ^;
C IER- 2 - IV ATR X LQL-5 NP T PCSSLSS	 ,\N	 if'-,VLHSE
c
ILRZ U




h1= N + 1
LL 40 1 =1 r Pw
L= r, - is
lf- (L * NL*1W Irr:) ;-0o ,
IF (L•EueIWI ► K)=1.0
:.J C(,I%IIPUL
IF (At3 f&-O ( ,\ U v 	) •LI* &'. !,L"4C):-.L r	 4e.
CG 40 1=10i,\
s04h =X(lr1)
Lt 35 ^C =1rP,4
Gt, y U L=1 r1'^
SL^F= x(LrI)
^^ 39 i'. =1 r iti^
A(L #K)= X(LrK)	 Si.6V	 x(1rK)
:5 CL,%7INUL
4 U C(,r^ 1 A NUL•.
Ut, 41 1 =1ri.






SULnCUTltdt ^rd^T;/l,i..liwti ► l^ ►► ^rf; ► iwCrX)
Lrtv tivSlQty Ac,3ur i ) r i„(i) r X(1)
L
L	 PAThIX NuLT 1F 1CA i M,
C	 hULV IFLIES (A) * (^^1
L	 A I5 AN, NH h t^
G	 L, IS Air h x NC
C	 X Ib A ry NN n NC
C
L(, 4 1 = 1 rfvn
C G y I= l r Ivry
R L•ItjRf%
^,IvL
SULNUUTINE f- LLFV(F.i p KoX p Fi LPLrF1^',AG)
C FUCRO FCri tVALLIITiNiv A POLY(WIV IAL AT .iii l i; AL. I1%Af;;Y FriE,GUENCY
C
31
L	 LFlLl.lTlCr,t) (;F I/t;
C
L	 °r	 — VL,t:T {rho H L fk%d . i,. L L^:.f r 1l^ It=,t,'T;,
C	 A	 -FRr_ ,UL k%. ) 1'(, I t: t. vAt_ c ,.i t t_I, A I
tr	 t .tL AL - tit#%L t'r1 ivT CE' F „ t v .X )
C	 ►- Ii^ AC - I  #4t;, 1,\ A i 	 vt° t t^ (^ n )









F 1tjitG- F Pi,46 + I° (^ 1 *Y
t-.tTLRt\
El^ L
SLLROLT ME t,F'kP,l (f^CLtr r F vLL' r K1 r CLF'R r Ltil^'t, r i r x r h (, ► I.(% r k r KEH^Cte )
C	 VR O'G(-AN F^6k t:E Itf<rv It .	f/ It, liv LPS 6IT11 i.,.ShLt. T I., IHE. - 1 + %j0oG IF
C	 t UI.CT ILI ,  1ti V&
C	 Lij 11,:1 ICINS CF I/C t, Ait tttF. Lt;^S
C:	 I QLN — CFLN LCUF l (Rt.h,SA-L '. l'uNLI 10N f,L,NLAA 'l L F CCOU-1- IC INTS
C	 F= ;L.L	 — CF± L I"% LCvF '11• M . :jfEl( ki\t,TIC,v ;^t(.Ui • I , ► 'IGi^ C(;Lf i iCIEf,TS
C K 	 —NAX1NLi` CkLLk lK CF OLN L(jGP f,, i4NSFLk F•Ut.L"tlC(\
L	 L;:tv N	 -CGII FLl y kJCK t,lti t.r,NTC.i t,CE:FF IC1EN IS
G t:4t 	 - CCVFE(\S0Ck i_•[ls0., li%AT0 CCLFt' IC IL111 S
C K;?	 - V AX. Oi,ER 141, Tr . L COPPLKS ATCti
C h	 -VECTGk i F V I, g Itiv L. S MTh PLSF ECT i u Tt^l: — I, + ..0.0 BUNT
c Feu	 —REwUIHLu 57AL;ALI TY tk,,APulN5
L	 ivl)	 - INLMI:LH QF	 i, S
C t,	 —RLuJjlkL.. SM.1L11Y AC:I;S
L	 Kk:Hf GAR- ERli0A I'0? i`!,.' h it^,ltT 11 .,	 t-`hiCtat2 :^:► Ar Uji4i;E ( C "Iw t i h. C.GI^f;ITIC^•a
G
C IN LN51014 f-uLk. (,1) r 1 tiLL, (1) ► COMN (1) r CGil L (1) r Ct, I (5U) ► (:C 1( tr)) r
I	 GDh ( t1 ) r V1;^1,t t c:^ / ► (1) r H U M P kt t O f	 FC:L'X (5U) r
FINX(LO) r FLX( fO r LPoL(::ti) r t::;SLt4 („C) r i-&,i . { i(t)
LALL CALF" X0.-0LN p irCLL ► KirC(if^'1^ ► Ct;ty t^r{<f r 1', rC Ytrf'( i^ ► GC,'1 ► CC:I rC^P ai^tvr
1	 GQSUN rKtnt(ch)








L-U	 ,-1 ► N'j
F f%,'i(i) y 	 ff1;,^^^(Lt)
c^1 rLX t	 Z	 4I.' j L'• ((., 5 )
Cf'4L ►.	 F:LL ^HI^' ►:^r, ► ^.C ► ta.xr^xt:rFVGnrt,.C, ► t. ►^GL ► r^;t'G)
s\ L A z	 ►ctrl•
Af%LR=	 r,i;^	 1
LL	 140
I^A1^ = 	 rcht, M 	 ^► I/ 1
`' ( ALi5( I-L, V,I^(.1,VAk	 A 	 C	 I	 ki	 0
4U KLL= Kwk,	 .
4G Gt,i.'I YI',l.t.
v ^	 I C	 1.: t^
ISF- aUt,	 +	 1
N:;i^L=	 P•
 rruX (l,F' 1 / ^1, ;; (f• t..,^ t I;sf-) )
Lt; cU	 r =l ► I,r
w0 F6 C X(I)=	 (~t,;, k(r)/f=Li , x(I:aF^)
CALL HLALtil ( Ff, UX	 Ki;^, rX0. kf • ► NPWO
Ia (1%Fkk)IdhiPh0 ► 70
7U IF	 F f0i -N H	 d0 ► 1 , + 	 u 
do ^^kllc(a ► yU)
5(i F 6 'RoAT ( ► U ► ► G 5X ► 	 ► I\,,
	
i%EiiL	 m,(: TS	 -.X i
 
.s 1 ► )
Gtr	 TO	 160
1UU Sri<I') c(b ► liU)
110 FGHeAl ( ► U ►► 45X#' ;%LL 	 r.t,;AL	 f^^t;Ta	 ^,;.:i^r	 . t; 1 	 t•C^l.^tii:: ► )
1f• (lvH) It0tI	 J ► ,12'0












F QLV (FLLL ► K"*;'G • i r;\ ^ ► ` ALA )
VALLr'= VAL2
IF (VALi,L)ibbt1*1001.7U
lbb N14m l.;V4 1is (t%,v ,	 SGR T (r,t (I))
170 CON i IhUE	 .
CC	 70	 io:i)
t^; J KE.;W;rizlOU
l y i) kLTLkf^
LIZ
SLLhtGl, INE t..1^• Lf:X(} QLf,
 
► i"vi.i ► 1,1r ;,t;•';, ► 1,	 ^. ► ; r+ t^, ► ^.i^.^.rv''. ►+#001tUL•r< ►
,
33
C 14GUTiNf FCH UE7Lk
	
lnlN%i THE FL## CTICN F (A).
C
C GLFINIT1GN OF VARMLE:S
i°VLN - OPEN LOOP TRANSFEk Ft.N0IGo4 Nun Lhok10k PC,',(,0.lAL
C PCLG - OPEN LUCF TPANSFEH FLNCT ICi4 ULIXV INA` GR FOLYN01%
C K1	 - ORUEN Of PUN ANN PULL
C CCNh - C0kFEiN$AT0V NLivEKATCH NGLYNCiVIAL,
C CCNC — CQt PEi%SAT0k L LN01V INA f GH PCLYK;;,. r AL
C K2	 - livLER OF C4aNcnSATGi,
C VX	 — RESUL IM-T r^C	 iXF AL
C k3	 — wiDER OF RLSOLTANT PCLYNCO IAL
C





G..1(1)r	 boRS( I.1 0)r	 Gols(JU)r
2	 (,-NAS (50) p GN I5 0-10 p 6 NSLV (1) r =;v( ► M
C1NLNSlQN RAHRAY(5Upb0)
CALL F%)L.PLL(POLA#CGr ,pXl ► K2rGh1)
CALL	 FCLPLL(F'OLG#Ct;I-lhtltil#Kd ► GU)
L1=K1 ♦ K2
CALL FCLAVL'(GCrGNl# Llrlo J ► GN)
CALL	 it
Ii^ (Kkf^^ OR)1,^^ 30 ► Zr'
lie	 6ItII E(6p15)
15 Fi RPA1 ( # Of # A' 5XF f AN LLU ENT	 IN ThE: FIRST COLWIN	 I:	 Zf-*RG' )
GG '10	 30
kU	 iokl'(L(8r25)




IF (Kaki AY(Irl) )37#404U
37 KLRKCf<=- 1
ihkIlE (u#38)
38 F0R0AT ( # U t r 15X r t ***** S)SUP	 IS UNST,,8LE.	 ***	 )
40 LA=NC- I/2
ll` (KERi<UH)5up45 ► ri0
4b	 C0k 1 ll%L L
CALL	 1-'EVCUU (CG ^L1 r^irlt rGt.I )
CALL	 t^EVtJDt^tGh ► Ll 	 Celt+ tit)
CALL. PVLVUL(GDRp GCR p LlrLirGi HS)
CALL FGLNUL(GGI p GG	 rLlvL.Ipi-LlS)
CALL FOLMUL (GNR r GNH r L l r L 1 ► wsRS )
CALL	 Pt)LNUL (Cis Y ^ G1^ l r L.1 ^ u 1. c:Ir IS ^
Lc=Ll+L1
C#ILL i^t^LACu(^:Gt ?S.GL'la ► L ► 1•U^t9GSL.1^ )
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C	 I/t: t1^+^,.h1..^5
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t.l• rA=
^L lt_1
11 t:<<^:> ll. t 1 1)-'•_
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l l+	 Ct,t•. (jl•l.l.
r L ( %,Iil\
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It[
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	 E. I t
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	 AL	 L 1'. 1,;;•
 t /Il
l
vLt, i V i\ ;I- L. L ! 1	 .L	 FCL VIAo1't,",^	 tl.	 r ^^^ is ► ' A I ;.t'
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1, 1J I =i ► „
i.VLL(1	 CL, (arm)
l^1rK
.c0 Fi Ci.(l)- 1 # 1"C-, (141.)
(;I LL rLLf,LLiV(,Li^ rf: ►•L.. ►
VrLL V LPLL
	 f ;^..^r.. ► :^- err Fvaw.)
L#1 1.0	 C»\)






SLL'hOL111 , E rtiOL it lF':i ► t C,(^u^. h ► HARHV Y ► K ► ,^.hn, h: ► i^ <)
C	 1^kovRCL I INt Fury AF'PL Y LINL I i-,E t i.LTM hUjiv, I 1 Lk I Ti..:li"l\ T L. A F OLYKo v is^L
C
C 1/C VARIAULE5
C	 Fr;	 — FOLYkC IV IAA CLL' FF 1C ILt,.'Fb 1!^. (:c, CEl,ir JPc: {.I.i.r.t^.
L	 60i;Eh-(okLLri OF ! i- ;.: LLYM,i I AL
C	 Hm,-4iAY— Thk. kCUT - Vi,16-114 ,%h 0,4y
C	 iti	 — NLNt.F.k	 ir\ Tht. 100'4,iY
c	 Lh	 — NLtv t.t	 A r
c
L	 +1 u! P,k;Ti;.`i	 k0w uF TI-%. AF^t^l,Y AS -.!rANG ZL14U
C	 -1 i,,LN07t,75 WE	 ELt i•'LjNT LiF ,, t a (;v. 1^^^ bi.ING ?LR(;
Lli, LKSI(,ry F5(51 r1. jAtst-.AY('%'it)e50	 F114 I
Kl z K(diLLH + 1
LF= KT + 1 - 1
°, FS(I)= Fh(LI )
1'N= (K011,01412 )
LL lU I=1 rr^ I
LG 10 %j=1 ► k
I.LoV U= WKULrr+1 )
[\LoVL= (KCB LLh+6' )
It (INUPL-IN0 6 )1. ► 1,42 ►








NJ^^ ^^^ ♦ ^-i, rlr
„t) KARRAY(11'rv)- 1"Lt. n1
Lc=Ki11^Ca^,Fc-1
I^ GtZhIUI^=^
C t1 70 I=I vLw
; L wU * = 2PL4
iv ' w- 1





IF (HAFto1Y (1+2 t 1) ) 7v. i,2 p 70
o2 KEKh+^N=-1










C ThI:: PRUGRAM, WILL FI F ,C THE VvE.IuhTEU GUP/ uF 'ra•.0 F^^,LYltic;irlALS.
G
C Iiv LNS ICN Pt,LI (l) p f l OL2 (1) r PULA (1)
N=K+1
LC 1U I=IPN
10 FCi.A(1)_ POL1(l) + K * FOLd'(I)
RE%RN
LinL
SU8ROLTINE i, f01 '(FCL#(,rPOLEVvPCLCG)
i:1PtNSl'UN POL ( 1)t HGLEV(I)t POLCU(1)
C
C THIS PfiGGRAV Gl . ES A FCLYNUP IAL INTO ITS CGD ML f v EN PARTS. IN THE





t:CLEV(I)= 6.5 * (FCL(T ) +(-190)**(I+1) * POL(I)) * (-I*O)**J
1U F^:LGC(I)= u.5 * (FOL(I) +(-1.0)**tl+i') * POL(I)) * (-1.0)**J
IALTt,RK
LKL
SLU'liOUT INE iiLALHT (F,x ► KCkDER t HCCTS P NHOCT o NPU )
C
C FRCCRAN FCR FII,.UING TI3 t POSITIVE REAL ROUTS OF A PCLYM^VIAL
C
C 'ThL- CF<Y LSLD IN PRCGRAN - STURIV ivETHOL; OF F INUIIvG REAL 8007S
C
C LEFIN11ION OF I/O vAF,IAULES
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I
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IF 00,7L.)80Pbuv50















7U IF (AdS(X(3)-X(2))-I#UL-G2)7b#29# 29
75 NkCCT=NRUU1'+1
f,CC15 (NHGOT)= X(3)
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C	 1/t^ V11 ilhi^LL;3
C	 t:	 —HrtiRt Y
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C	 t VAA	
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C
C	 N5St+f-F1 10Pv —
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LC YU I=1PK
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	 i.	 r;.,1h I rK FX )
Lli►'L.ivS	 A(
	
r ^ °IF ((^,. ► w^.) r I'^FJ t5^i r t t ^!(:^^.) r ^^t'f t4:tt)
L%,L LL F Pf;C 1 S l CK !, i t t ► I'F 1 ► PF= 2 r r PF
PIJIW(L,S ~ uF f• il k Gi% isN – GC#,i ty:ATt; c IV.cf^ r t, (,1 	 (;F A FCLYk0— IAx.
	
a / ►, Viltililk'LLS LXF jP I%[	 , ^
f :d	
– vt, CT 	 r d;CLFF It.14:NTS CF ;•CLYIXI; l{kL. f.-Co/  ^+ICF- l+L
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I:	 L r( C Ln	 f FX
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eu SUf( ► 1)= 1+2(11
L=K-1
L U t: J w =3 r Kt A
CHLL F• GLVlb (F+,^ pi F itL ► L +l p r-,Hf • )
L,L 4t) 1 =1 P L
4 u SfFT(,6,r1)= —PF1(T)
KL;Ar=L+1
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bO FFI(I)= FF.^(i)
k:L tJ 1=1 ► L
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In the discussion of the MAIN Program, it was pointed out that two
types of input data could be used in the program--that is frequency
response information or open loop transfer function information. Past
experietice has shown that for high order systems the frequency response
information is more practical. Thus a designer whose only interest was
with high order systems might not need the flexibility of giving the
program one of two types information. Thus, he might want to change
the program to only accept frequency response information. This can
be easily done as described below:
1. In MAIN eliminate the variables KINFOR, K1 9 POLN, POLD,
POLL, and POLH. These variables are mentioned on cards
I t
 3 9 12, 14 9 16 9 50 9 52, 53, 57 9 58 9 61 9 62 9 94 9 104, and
105. Cards which can be wholely removed without resulting
in aro ram error are 50- 64 94 ` and 97-109. Other cardsP g	 ^	 p
containing these variables will have to be modified.
2. After making the preceding mentioned changes in the MAIN
Program the following sub-programs must accompany MAIN:
SRMINS, POLFV, OTPT1 0 PARCLT, VECTOR, DIRVEC, MATINV,
MATMUL.
If the program is divided as described above, the bulk content of the
program will be reduced by more than one half.
